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 An investment portfolio designed by Harry 
Browne in 1982 for investors seeking growth, 
safety and capital preservation

 Goal is to perform well in all economic 
conditions (inflation vs deflation... recession 
vs growth)

 Composed of equal allocations to stocks, 
bonds, gold and cash (or Treasury bills)



 Stocks... to provide return during times of 
prosperity

 Bonds... to provide return during times of 
prosperity and during deflation

 Gold... to provide return during times of 
inflation

 Cash... to provide return during times of 
recession



 Stocks = SPY

 Bonds = TLT

 Gold = GLD

 Cash = Treasury bills  
(not tested in this study... unnecessary to hedge cash)



 SPY (S&P 500 large cap stocks)

 IWM (Russell 2000 small cap stocks)

 TLT (20+ year US Treasury bonds)

 IEF (10 year US Treasury bonds)

 GLD (gold)



 Buy equal amounts of SPY, TLT and GLD

 Hedge each ETF independently

 As price of ETF falls, hedge makes money... offsets 
some of the ETF price decline... purchase additional 
shares of ETF with hedge profit

 As price of ETF rises, long ETF position makes money 
while hedge cost reduces the profit a bit

 GOAL: long-term price appreciation of account with 
account drawdown minimization and protection from 
highly-negative events



◦ Use monthly expirations in March, June, Sept, Dec

◦ Start when 120 days to expiration (DTE)

◦ Roll to next expiration when down to 30 DTE

◦ Buy a 1x2 Back Ratio for each 100 shares of the ETF

◦ Sell 1 at-the-money put... buy 2 puts two strikes lower

◦ When price of ETF falls 3%, roll hedge lower... this will be a credit trade... 
buy additional shares of the ETF with the credit received... re-hedge new 
position

◦ When price of ETF rises 3%, roll hedge higher... this will be a debit trade... 
no additional shares of ETF purchased













 The strategy does well over time due to compounding.  As 
asset price falls the investor is buying more of the ETF, not 
panicking and selling the asset.  Shopping when the asset 
is on sale.

 Related to the above, more volatile assets seem to perform 
better than low volatility assets.  More opportunity to roll 
the hedge lower and buy additional shares.

 Since the investor is never selling the assets it can be a tax 
efficient strategy.  No short-term taxable trades on the 
core holdings, but some taxable events due to the hedge 
trading.

 The less correlated the assets the better.



◦ Different adjustment point 

 +/- 2% instead of +/- 3%

◦ Use closer expirations

 Start at 60 DTE... roll when declines to 30 DTE

◦ Different hedge structure

 Simple ATM long put instead of back ratio spread

 Different location for structure... (ITM vs ATM vs OTM)

◦ Use additional or different assets



 This is a CORE INVESTMENT strategy, not a SATELLITE 
trading strategy.  Capital preservation is critically 
important.

 Be careful in testing and design not to get lost in the 
forest.  Focus on retaining simplicity.  Don’t over-
complicate the system. Be alert for over-optimization.

 Research is oriented toward concept 
validation/invalidation.  Approximately correct is better 
than precisely incorrect.

 Again, avoid complexity and over-optimization.

 One more time... avoid complexity!


